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Crafted at sites scattered throughout the country, the pottery of Japan shows some of 

the most varied range of features and designs in the world. 

Pottery has a long history in Japan with earthenware production stretching back as far 

as the ancient Jomon period (around 16000 years ago). With the introduction of ceramic 

production techniques from China and the Korean Peninsula, came a diverse range of 

wares crafted by such techniques. The discovery of porcelain stone in the Edo period 

(1603–1868) led to the production of porcelain, and since kilns tended to utilise the 

of tools, clay and techniques used, even though similar types of everyday tableware are 

produced at the different kilns. 

Since 2012, Found MUJI Aoyama has featured pottery from ten kilns in Japan. This time, 

we revisit four of the ten regions: Mashiko ware from Tochigi Prefecture, Banko ware 

from Mie Prefecture, Tobe ware from Ehime Prefecture and Hagi ware from Yamaguchi 

Prefecture. 

UTSUWA — Japanese Tableware

Mashiko, Banko, Tobe, and Hagi Wares
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Mashiko ware
Mashiko, Tochigi Prefecture

Tobe ware
Tobe, Ehime Prefecture

Banko ware
Komono, Mie Prefecture

Hagi ware
Hagi, Yamaguchi Prefecture

Mashiko ware Banko ware

Tobe ware Hagi ware



Mashiko ware (Mashiko, Tochigi Prefecture)
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In the northeastern part of the Kanto Plain lies the town of Mashiko. There are views of Mount 

type of ancient earthenware, was made in Mashiko in the 7th century. However, production of pottery 

went obsolete for a time, and revived in the late Edo period in the same region.  Mashiko clay is sandy 

and gritty with a low viscosity, and wares made from it tended to be fragile and have a weightiness. 

For this reason, the clay was mostly used for making everyday kitchen items such as earthenware 

such as Soetsu Yanagi and Shoji Hamada who moved to the area in 1924, Mashiko ware came to be 

known widely as folk art pieces as well as wares for daily use.
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Cooperatives in Mashiko extract local clay and blend this with clay 

that is well-suited for tableware. Here, over 5,000 pieces of pottery 

are produced monthly. Shaping is done using mechanical wheels, 
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Banko ware (Komono, Mie Prefecture)

This is one of the sites where Banko ware, produced primarily in northern Mie Prefecture, is crafted. 

Famous for its heat resistance, Banko tableware accounts for about 80% of the donabe earthenware 

pots produced in Japan. While Banko ware has been produced here for over 300 years, it did not 

initially have such properties. Research into forms of such clay was carried out as people’s ways of 

living changed. Between the mid-1950s and mid-1960s a form of feldspar called petalite came to be 

blended with the clay, perfecting the heat-resistant clay mix used today.
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Pottery casted on a mechanical wheel is shaped individually by 

sense for the work honed over many years, adjustments are made 
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Tobe ware (Tobe, Ehime Prefecture)

Nestled in the mountains towards the interior of the Dogo Plain is the town of Tobe, about a 40-minute 

drive from the city of Matsuyama where Mount Shoji can be seen. Local pottery is decorated with 

gosu, a cobalt pigment, and characterised by its thickness and a weightiness. While the area originally 

produced earthenware, porcelain came to be crafted over 240 years ago, making use of scraps of 

the locally-extracted iyoto (whetstones). The tradition is being kept alive with around 100 kilns in 

operation today.
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The arabesque designs of Tobe ware originate from the Japanese 

folk craft movement between the mid-1940s to the mid-1960s. The 

original Tobe ware had featured intricate decorations until the 

expansive single-stroke technique became popular and is now the 

symbolic design that is known today.

An item unique to Tobe ware is a type of bowl called tamabuchi-

bachi. After the initial casting, the bowls are shaped to feature thick, 

rounded rim shapes. This makes the weighty tableware easy to hold, 

and prevents slipping.



eruptions. Mishima-tsuchi, the clay indispensable to making Hagi ware, is extracted from one of the 

outlying Mishima Islands.
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Hagi ware (Hagi, Yamaguchi Prefecture)
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400

Hagi ware has a history dating back around 400 years, with kilns 

This type of pottery is popular and widely used in the form of tea 

bowls. Hagi ware often has a simple unadorned look so to bring 

out the character of the clays used, which are primarily the white, 

daido-tsuchi and the red, iron-rich mishima-tsuchi. 

Another feature of Hagi ware is the “notched foot” design for their 

tea bowls. Various explanations have been given for this, from being 

an indication that it is approved for use by the common people, to 

notched foot remains a notable feature of Hagi ware. 
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Mashiko ware

並白釉

Plate Small Plate 
82851960 Approx. Dia.25 x H4 cm $228
82851977 Approx. Dia.19 x H3 cm $180
82851984 Approx. Dia.15 x H2 cm $138
82851939 Approx. Dia.10 x H2 cm $48

Bowl 
82851991 Approx. Dia.15 x H6 cm $180
82851953 Approx. Dia.12 x H6 cm $68

Noodle Soup Cup 
82851922 Approx. Dia.8.5 x H6.5 cm $95

Tea Cup 
82851946 Approx. Dia.8 x H6.5 cm $88

青磁

Plate Small Plate 
82851502 Approx. Dia.23.5  x  H2.5 cm $228
82851519 Approx. Dia.20.5  x  H2.5 cm $180
82851526 Approx. Dia.16  x  H2 cm $95
61385105 Approx. Dia.10  x  H2 cm $68

Bowl 
82851533 Approx. Dia.19  x  H6.5 cm $280
61385204 Approx. Dia.12  x  H6 cm $68

Noodle Soup Cup 
61385099 Approx. Dia.8  x  H6.5 cm $95

Tea Cup 
61385181 Approx. Dia.8  x  H6.5 cm $58

黒柚子肌

Plate Small Plate 
82851885 Approx. Dia.25 x H4 cm $228
82851892 Approx. Dia.19 x H3 cm $180
82851908 Approx. Dia.15 x H2 cm $138
61385310 Approx. Dia.10 x H2 cm $48

Bowl 
82851915 Approx. Dia.15 x H6 cm $180
82499476 Approx. Dia.12 x H6 cm $68

Noodle Soup Cup 
61385303 Approx. Dia.8.5 x H6.5 cm $95

Tea Cup 
61385341 Approx. Dia.8 x H6.5 cm $88

Banko ware

白釉

Plate Small Plate 
82851588 Approx. Dia.23.5  x  H2.5 cm $228
82851595 Approx. Dia.20.5  x  H2.5 cm $180
82851601 Approx. Dia.16  x  H2 cm $95
82851557 Approx. Dia.10  x  H2 cm $68

Bowl 

82851618 Approx. Dia.19  x  H6.5 cm $280
82851571 Approx. Dia.12  x  H6 cm $68

Noodle Soup Cup 
82851540 Approx. Dia.8  x  H6.5 cm $95

Tea Cup 
82851564 Approx. Dia.8  x  H6.5 cm $58
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白

Plate Small Plate 
82851717 Approx. Dia.24.5 x H4 cm $280
82851724 Approx. Dia.18 x H3 cm $180
82851731 Approx. Dia.13.5 x H3 cm $95
82851687 Approx. Dia.10.5 x H2.5 cm $58

Bowl 
82851748 Approx. Dia.22.5 x H8 cm $428
82851755 Approx. Dia.19 x H7 cm $280
82851700 Approx. Dia.11 x H6 cm $118

Noodle Soup Cup 
82851762 Approx. Dia.10.5 x H8 cm $118
82851779 Approx. Dia.8.5 x H7 cm $88

Tea Cup 
82851694 Approx. Dia.9 x H6.5 cm $118

Hagi ware

藁灰釉

Plate Small Plate 
82851854 Approx. Dia.20 x H3 cm $180
82851861 Approx. Dia.14.5 x H2.5 cm $158
82851823 Approx. Dia.10.5 x H2 cm $48

Bowl 
82851878 Approx. Dia.21 x H6 cm $228
82851847 Approx. Dia.11.5 x H5.5 cm $68

Noodle Soup Cup 
82851816 Approx. Dia.8 x H6.5 cm $95

Tea Cup 
82851830 Approx. Dia.8 x H5 cm $48

土灰釉

Plate Small Plate 
82851786 Approx. Dia.20 x H3 cm $180
82851793 Approx. Dia.14.5 x H2.5 cm $158
61384641 Approx. Dia.10.5 x H2 cm $48

Bowl 
82851809 Approx. Dia.21 x H6 cm $228
61385013 Approx. Dia.11.5 x H5.5 cm $68

Noodle Soup Cup 
61384597 Approx. Dia.8 x H6.5 cm $95

Tea Cup 
61384818 Approx. Dia.8 x H5 cm $48

Tobe ware

唐草

Plate Small Plate 
82851625 Approx. Dia.24.5 x H4 cm $280
82851632 Approx. Dia.18 x H3 cm $180
82851649 Approx. Dia.13.5 x H3 cm $95
61384559 Approx. Dia.10.5 x H2.5 cm $58

Bowl 
82851656 Approx. Dia.22.5 x H8 cm $428
82851663 Approx. Dia.19 x H7 cm $280
61384573 Approx. Dia.11 x H6 cm $118

Noodle Soup Cup 
82851670 Approx. Dia.10.5 x H8 cm $118
61384542 Approx. Dia.8.5 x H7 cm $88

Tea Cup 
61384566 Approx. Dia.9 x H6.5 cm $118
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All item information and selling prices are subject to in-store display. 

© MUJI (Hong Kong) Company Limited. All rights reserved.

2003 Found MUJI

Found MUJI

Innovations of MUJI are not simply a process of creation,

they are a review of living by “Searching and Finding”.

Searching throughout the world for durable and long-lasting daily necessities,

cultures and customs, reproducing them at reasonable prices.

From 2003, “Found MUJI” started its journey with a keen eye for good products,

exploring the underlying values of the makers,

retaining the essence of their creations,

Found MUJI


